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ABSTRACT: This research reports novel and efficient electrocatalyst support
systems. Tin dioxide nanowires grown directly on current collecting substances
are introduced as high-performance support platforms. For this propose,
palladium or platinum catalysts are impregnated on these nanowire scaffolds
and exhibit improved electrocatalytic performance for methanol oxidation in
alkaline and acidic environments. These nanowire support platforms could be
demonstrated to maximize the electrocatalytic activity because of the effective
charge transport provided by the direct connection between the nanowire
supports and current collectors. More significantly, grid-patterned nanowire arrays
grown directly on current collectors are, for the first time, demonstrated as a
milestone to enhance the electrocatalytic performance. The empty space between
the patterned nanowire arrays acts as a channel to facilitate the electrolyte
diffusion. The metal catalysts incorporated into the patterned nanowire supports
show an 8-fold improvement in the catalytic performance for methanol
electrooxidation, most likely because of the synergetic effects of the enhanced charge transport and mass transfer attributed
to the structural advantages of the patterned nanowire array supports.

KEYWORDS: directly grown and patterned SnO2 nanowire supports, Pd or Pt catalysts, methanol oxidation,
improved charge transport, enhanced mass transfer

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, metal oxides have attracted considerable scientific
interest as electrocatalyst support materials in the fields of
direct alcohol oxidation, taking their advantages of low cost,
good electrical conductivity, and excellent stability in both
alkaline and acidic media.1−6 Moreover, metal oxide supports
can provide oxygenated species in the catalytic system, which
allows for the efficient oxidation of intermediate species
adsorbed on the metal catalysts.7,8 A wide range of metal
oxide structures such as nanoparticles, nanowires, and nano-
tubes have been utilized for valuable electrocatalyst sup-
ports.9−13 Unfortunately, however, these support structures
have been randomly dispersed and densely loaded on working
electrodes. This stack of the catalytic supports can cause high
electrical contact resistance at the interfaces of the adjacent
structures and can induce large mass transfer resistance for
liquid reactants, which leads to a decline in the electrocatalytic
performance.
One-dimensional (1D) nanostructure arrays formed directly

on current collecting substances are of enormous interest in
nanoscience and nanotechnology due to their large specific
active surfaces combined with the enhanced charge transport
resulting from the strong electronic connection between the
conducting bodies and current collectors. To take advantage of
the high surface areas and improved electronic conductivity,
these 1D nanoscale platforms have been widely employed as

advanced building blocks for energy storage devices,14−19

chemical sensors,20−23 and photoelectronic applications.24−29

In addition, efficient pathways made between these nanostruc-
tures could facilitate the diffusion of reactants, which can give
rise to the synergetic effect on system performance.
In this work, highly efficient catalyst support platforms are

developed by integrating metallic catalysts on conducting metal
oxide nanowire (NW) scaffolds that are directly synthesized on
current collecting substrates. Pd or Pt catalysts are impregnated
on SnO2 NW scaffolds, and the produced electrocatalytic
systems are applied for methanol oxidation in alkaline and
acidic media, respectively. Because of the enhanced charge
transport behavior due to the direct connection of the
conducting NWs and current collectors, these metal
catalysts/metal oxide NW platforms exhibit improved electro-
catalytic performances for methanol oxidation. Furthermore,
patterned arrays of SnO2 NW scaffolds are employed in the
electrooxidation system as an advanced model of NW supports
grown directly on current collectors. The metal catalysts
impregnated on the patterned NW scaffolds exhibit outstanding
performances in the electrocatalytic oxidation reactions. These
improved performances could be ascribed to the enhanced
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mass transfer of the liquid-phase reactants resulting from the
flow channels formed between the patterned NW arrays.
Notably, these directly grown and patterned arrays of metal
oxide NW platforms could play a key role in improving material
performances in diverse electrocatalytic reactions.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows schematic illustrations for the fabrication of the
metal oxide NW support system proposed in this research,
which involves deposition of metal catalysts on the metal oxide
NW scaffolds that are rooting strongly on current collecting
substrates. All the processes begin with the preparation of the
metal oxide nanowire support platforms (Figure 1a(i)). Various
metal oxide nanostructures have been formed on a wide range
of substrates by chemical synthesis routes.30−33 In this
experiment, SnO2 NWs were grown directly on stainless steel
(SS) substrates by a thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
For demonstrating the proposed electrocatalytic support
platforms, Pd or Pt catalyst layer was then deposited on the
SnO2 NW supports by a NaBH4 reduction process (Figure
1a(ii)). Finally, these catalytic platforms on current collectors
were directly applied as a working electrode for electrocatalytic
reactions (refer to the schematic diagrams of the electro-
chemical system in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).
Graphical illustrations b and c in in Figure 1 depict two
different support structures: (1) NWs randomly stacked over
the SS current collectors (denoted as the “control”), which have
been generally used in electrocatalytic systems (Figure 1b), and
(2) NW scaffolds fabricated directly on the current collectors
(denoted as the “SnO2 NW/SS”), which is the new support
design proposed here (Figure 1c). As shown in the conceptual

illustration in Figure 1b, many contact resistances could exist
between the adjacent interfaces of the support materials in the
control samples, possibly leading to a decrease in the charge
transport in the electrocatalytic system. Furthermore, the
charge flow could be decentralized because of the random
dispersion of the supports (see Figure 1b), which might not be
able to effectively guide the electron stream up to current
collectors. The stacks of NWs could also give rise to many
hidden surfaces because of overlap between the supporting
materials, which can result in a low utilization efficiency of the
catalytic support platforms. In addition, a binding additive is
required to fix the dispersed NW supports so that cohesion to
the current collectors is maintained during the electrocatalytic
reaction. On the other hand, the SnO2 NW/SS (Figure 1c)
could result in relatively lower contact resistance because of the
strong contact between the NW support materials and current
collectors, allowing for excellent electronic conductivity in the
electrocatalytic system. Moreover, the strong connection
between the NW supports and current collecting substrates
could direct the electron flow along with their conducting
backbones to the current collectors, resulting in fast charge
transport. Because the SnO2 NW/SS is fabricated directly on
the current collectors, all the metal oxide surfaces are available
for the catalysts and reactants. No binding additives are needed
to anchor the NWs to the substrates. These advantages indicate
that metal oxide NWs grown on current collectors can serve as
a superior support platform for the active catalysts.
Figure 2 exhibits representative results for the Pd or Pt

catalysts synthesized on the SnO2 NW/SS supports. The typical
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in Figures 2a-b
show the Pd- and Pt-impregnated SnO2 NW/SS, respectively.
The original NW morphology appears to be intact even after

Figure 1. (a) Conceptual schemes for the proposed catalytic NW support platforms: (i) preparation of the metal oxide NWs grown directly on the
current collecting substances and (ii) fabrication of the metal catalyst layers on the prepared NW supports. Illustrations of the (b) control samples
and (c) proposed NW support platforms.
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the metal catalyst layers are fabricated on the NW scaffolds (see
Figure S2 in the Supporting Information), revealing that the
SnO2 NWs are suitable supporting structures for the metal

catalysts. The inset images in Figure 2a, b show the magnified
views of the Pd and Pt catalysts fabricated on the NW surfaces,
respectively. The metal oxide NW scaffold surfaces exhibit a
textured topography after the metallic catalyst layers are
deposited (see also Figure S2 in the Supporting Information),
indicating that the metal catalysts are explicitly impregnated on
the NW scaffolds. Detailed structures of the metal catalysts and
NW supports were also observed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The TEM samples were prepared by
detaching the Pd- or Pt-impregnated SnO2 NWs from the SS
current collectors and collecting them on TEM grids. First, the
bare SnO2 NWs fabricated on the SS substrates exhibit a
smooth, straight surface morphology consisting of a single-
crystalline phase, indicating that the NW scaffolds can provide
an excellent conducting pathway for the electrons generated
during the electrocatalytic reaction34 (see TEM images in
Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). Figure 2c, d show
the TEM images of the Pd and Pt catalysts synthesized on the
SnO2 NW/SS, respectively. All the NW surfaces are covered
with the metal catalyst layers, which were composed with metal
nanoparticles of ca. 2−3 nm in diameter as seen in the insets of
Figure 2c, d (also refer to Figures S4a and S5a in the
Supporting Information). High-resolution TEM (HRTEM),
selective area electron diffraction (SAED), and elemental
mapping analysis further exhibit the detailed structure of
these catalyst−supported NWs. In Figures S4a and S5a of the
Supporting Information, HRTEM images show the distribution
of tiny Pd and Pt nanoparticles, respectively, and the SAED
patterns in the insets indicate that the Pd and Pt layers
synthesized on the NW surfaces are comprised with metal
nanoparticles of polycrystalline phases. As depicted in
elemental mapping analysis of Figures S4b and S5b in the
Supporting Information, the elements of Pd and Pt were evenly

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) Pd and (b) Pt catalysts formed on the
SnO2 NW/SS scaffolds. The SnO2 NW scaffolds have lengths of
several tens of micrometers and diameters of approximately 50 to 200
nm. The inset images show magnified views of the catalysts on the
scaffolds. TEM images of the (c) Pd and (d) Pt catalysts on the SnO2
NWs. The insets show HRTEM images of the Pd and Pt catalysts
(refer to Figures S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information).
Representative XRD spectra of the (e) Pd and (f) Pt catalysts on
the SnO2 NW/SS.

Figure 3. CV results for (a) Pd catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS and control in a mixture of 1.0 M CH3OH and 1.0 M NaOH over a potential range of
−0.85 to 0.5 V (vs Hg/HgO) at a scan rate of 50 mV/s and for (b) Pt catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS and control in a mixture of 2.0 M CH3OH and
0.5 M H2SO4 over a range of −0.2 to 1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The insets show CV spectra in 1.0 M NaOH aqueous solution
for the Pd and in 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous solution for the Pt. Accelerated CV results for (c) Pd catalytic samples in a mixture of 1.0 M CH3OH and
1.0 M NaOH and for (d) Pt catalytic samples in a mixture of 2.0 M CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4. The insets show typical CA data for Pd samples at a
constant potential of −0.15 V and for Pt samples at a controlled potential of 0.55 V.
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distributed over SnO2 NW supports, respectively. Figure 2e, f
present the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the Pd and Pt
catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS, respectively. The XRD patterns
for SnO2, which are marked with empty circles, indicate that
the NWs are in the tetragonal rutile phase (JCPDS Card No.
41−1445).34 The XRD results in Figure 2e, f verifies that the
Pd and Pt catalysts synthesized on the scaffolds are metallic
phase (marked with star-shape). The diffraction peaks observed
at approximately 2θ = 40 and 46° in Figure 2e correspond to
the Pd (111) and Pd (200) lattices (JCPDS Card No. 87−
0645), respectively,35 and the peak detected at approximately
38° in Figure 2f corresponds to the main Pt (111) lattice
(JCPDS Card No. 87−0644).36 Only Pd and Pt catalyst, SnO2
support, and SS substrate peaks are observed over the whole
XRD scan range, implying that no impurity exists in the
fabricated samples. On the basis of the SEM, TEM, and XRD
results, it can be concluded that metallic Pd and Pt catalysts are
explicitly fabricated on the SnO2 NW/SS supports.
The Pd and Pt catalysts synthesized on the SnO2 NW/SS

were applied for electrooxidation of methanol in alkaline and
acidic media, respectively (refer to the electrochemical system
in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information), and the
electrochemical performances of these catalyst systems were
compared with those of the control samples under the same
experimental conditions. Prior to the methanol oxidation
reaction, the cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements for the
Pd and Pt catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS and control samples
were performed in 1.0 M NaOH and 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous
solution, respectively. From these CV tests, the electrochemi-
cally active surface area (EASA) of the metal catalysts can be
evaluated. The EASA value of the Pd catalysts was calculated by
the Coulombic charge for the reduction of Pd−O mono-
layers,37 which is based on the cathodic peaks between -0.1 and
-0.4 V (the inset of Figure 3a), whereas the value of the Pt
catalysts was estimated by the charge for the desorption of
hydrogen monolayers,38 which indicates the anodic peaks
between -0.2 and 0.1 V (the inset of Figure 3b). Both the Pd
and Pt catalysts formed on the SnO2 NW/SS show higher
EASA values than those on control samples, where the EASA
values were normalized by the mass of Pd or Pt (see the
detailed values in Table S1 and Table S2 of the Supporting
Information). The improved EASA values might be attributed
to the enhanced charge transport of SnO2 NW/SS scaffolds due
to the strong connection of these NWs to the SS current
collector. The electrocatalytic activities of the Pd catalysts
synthesized on the SnO2 NW/SS and the control sample were
investigated by CV measurements in a solution mixture of 1.0
M CH3OH and 1.0 M NaOH. In the CV curves for the Pd-
catalyzed methanol oxidation reaction (Figure 3a), two peaks
that follow the typical oxidation trends of Pd catalysts in an
alkaline environment are observed. The highest current density
in the forward direction corresponds to methanol oxidation,
while the current density in the backward direction is attributed
to the oxidation of carbonaceous residues on the catalyst
surface.39,40 In the CV results, the Pd catalysts on the SnO2
NW/SS have lower onset potentials than the control sample
(refer to the detailed values in Table S1 of the Supporting
Information), indicating that the Pd catalysts on the SnO2
NW/SS can oxidize methanol more easily than the control
sample. Also, this catalyst system exhibits a much higher Pd-
mass-normalized activity for methanol oxidation than the
control sample (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information),
which could be attributed to the improved charge transport

behavior of the proposed catalyst system. Furthermore, the
intrinsic electrocatalytic activity of the metal catalysts on the
SnO2 NW/SS, which was obtained by normalizing their EASA
values, is also higher than that of the control (see Table S1 and
Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). Similar trends are
also observed for the Pt catalysts based on CV investigations in
2.0 M CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4 solution mixture as shown in
Figure 3b, which presents the typical forward and backward
sweeping curves for methanol oxidation by Pt catalysts under
acidic conditions.41,42 It is clearly shown that the Pt on the
SnO2 NW/SS exhibits a remarkably improved electrooxidation
performance in terms of the onset potentials and oxidation
activity as compared with the control samples (see Table S2 in
the Supporting Information). These electrocatalytic results
indicate that the NW scaffolds grown directly on the current
collecting substances are a promising support platform for
improving the catalyst performance under both alkaline and
acidic conditions. Figure 3c, d show the accelerated CV results
for the Pd and Pt catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS and control
samples, respectively, where the current profiles were plotted
up to 500 cycles. Even after the repetitive cycling, the Pd or Pt
catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS scaffolds maintained much
higher electrocatalytic activity for the methanol oxidation than
those on the control samples. Furthermore, chronoamperom-
etry (CA) was carried out (the insets in Figures 3c, d), where
constant electrode potentials of −0.15 and 0.55 V were applied
for the Pd and Pt catalysts, respectively. The Pd or Pt catalysts
on the SnO2 NW/SS supports hold much higher current
densities than those on the control samples. These results imply
that the enhanced electrical properties of the NW supports
grown directly on the current collectors could have a significant
impact on maintaining the catalytic activity.
The charge transport behavior was analyzed using electro-

chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. In
general, the size of semicircles in the high-medium frequency
region of the Nyquist plots indicates the level of the charge
transport resistance of the materials; specifically, a smaller circle
represents lower contact and charge transport resistance.43,44

Figure 4a presents the typical Nyquist curves of the Pd on the

SnO2 NW/SS and the control sample, which were obtained at a
potential of −0.2 V (vs Hg/HgO) in a mixture of 1.0 M
CH3OH and 1.0 M NaOH. Here, Zre and Zim represent the real
and imaginary components of the impedance, respectively. The
Pd on the SnO2 NW/SS exhibits a very low charge transport
resistance (Rct) of approximately 57.7 Ω cm2, which is almost
4.5 times smaller than that of the control sample (approx-
imately 260.8 Ω cm2). This lower resistance demonstrates that

Figure 4. Nyquist plots of (a) Pd catalysts on the SnO2 NW/SS and
control support at a potential of −0.2 V (vs Hg/HgO) in a mixture of
1.0 M CH3OH and 1.0 M NaOH and (b) Pt catalysts on the SnO2
NW/SS and control support at a potential of 0.45 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in
a mixture of 2.0 M CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4. The frequency was
scanned from 10 kHz to 0.1 Hz with a constant amplitude of 10 mV.
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the direct connection between the NW scaffolds and current
collectors enhances the charge transport behavior. Additionally,
the Pt catalysts exhibit an analogous trend in the charge
transport resistance as shown in Figure 4b, which was measured
at a potential of 0.45 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in a mixture of 2.0 M
CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4. The Pt catalysts on the SnO2 NW/
SS show a smaller semicircle than on the control sample with
resistances (Rct) of approximately 319.7 and 719.1 Ω cm2,
respectively. These EIS results strongly support the fact that the
enhanced charge transport behavior of the SnO2 NW/SS
system could contribute to the improved catalytic performance
of the electrode reactions.
In this work, the SnO2 NW supports were fabricated on

metal seed layers, indicating that the positions of the NWs to be
fabricated are determined by these seed layers.45,46 The grid-
patterned arrays of SnO2 NW scaffolds were demonstrated by
patterning the metal seed layers into the grid pattern, and they
were used as further advanced support platform for electro-
catalytic reactions. The patterned NW supports have scientific
advantages in the fields of electrocatalysis. Importantly, the
empty spaces formed between the grid-patterned NW arrays
can serve as channels for the efficient mass transfer of chemical
compounds, which could lead to the improvement in the
electrocatalytic activity. Moreover, the pattern size and shape of
the NW frameworks can be precisely modified by lithographical
techniques, which allows to investigate the electrocatalytic
performances with changing the support pattern geometries.
Figures 5a-b present representative SEM images of patterned
NW scaffolds with two different grid patterns on which the Pd
catalysts were deposited. The fabrication procedure for the
patterned NW arrays is depicted in Figure S11 in the
Supporting Information. In Figure 5a, square-shaped patterns
of approximately 150 × 150 μm2 in area are uniformly arranged
at a constant interval of approximately 50 μm (denoted as
pattern 1). The grid patterns in Figure 5b are approximately 50

× 50 μm2 in area and are separated by approximately 50 μm
(denoted as pattern 2), which provide more paths across the
grids when compared to pattern 1. Here, the height of these
patterned SnO2 NW supports is approximately 20 μm, which
was estimated by the SEM measurement. The magnified images
in the insets of panels a and b in Figure 5 explicitly show that
pattern 2 has significantly more hollow channels than pattern 1.
The effect of the patterned NW scaffolds is demonstrated by
comparing the methanol oxidation performance with non-
patterned NW scaffolds. Figure 5c exhibits the CV data for the
Pd catalysts prepared on different scaffolds, including non-
patterned NWs, pattern 1, and pattern 2. The Pd catalysts on
the patterned scaffolds exhibit significantly higher Pd-mass-
normalized oxidation activity than those on the nonpatterned
NWs, indicating that the empty space in the patterned NW
scaffolds could serve as excellent pathways for efficient
electrolyte transfer. By fabricating more channels on the NW
scaffolds (pattern 2), the current density in the oxidation
reaction is improved, which might be attributed to the
enhanced electrolyte mass transfer. Pattern 2 sample exhibits
a 5-fold improvement in the oxidation activity compared to that
of the nonpatterned scaffolds (see Table S3 in the Supporting
Information). The mass of metal catalysts is decreased in the
following order of no pattern > pattern 1 > pattern 2 because
the total surface area of the SnO2 NW supports for these metal
catalysts is reduced by patterning the NW supports. This
reduced mass loading of the catalysts might affect the mass-
normalized catalytic activity, but this mass loading effect would
be minor, from consideration of the intrinsic activity
normalized by the EASA value for the no pattern, pattern 1,
and pattern 2 (see Table S3 and Figure S13 in the Supporting
Information). Surprisingly, the electrocatalytic activity of
Pattern 2 is an 8-fold enhancement over that of the control
sample (see Tables S1 and S3 in the Supporting Information).
Similar trends are also observed for the Pt catalysts on

Figure 5. Tilted SEM images show the Pd-impregnated SnO2 NW patterns with (a) grid areas of 150 × 150 μm2 separated by channel width of 50
μm and (b) grid areas of 50 × 50 μm2 separated by 50 μm. The insets are the magnified top view images of the grid-patterned NW support systems.
(c) CV data for Pd catalysts on the patterned and nonpatterned scaffolds in a mixture of 1.0 M CH3OH and 1.0 M NaOH over a potential range of
−0.85 to 0.5 V (vs Hg/HgO) at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. (d) Representative CA results for Pd catalysts on the patterned and nonpatterned supports
at a constant potential of −0.15 V.
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patterned NW supports for methanol oxidation in acidic
conditions (see Figure S14 and Table S4 in the Supporting
Information), implying that the patterned NW scaffolds are a
quite versatile and promising metal oxide support system for
improving the catalytic performance. Figure 5d shows the CA
results for the Pd catalysts on the patterned and nonpatterned
supports, where all the experiments were performed at a
constant potential of −0.15 V (vs Hg/HgO). The current
profiles of the Pd catalysts on the patterned supports have
remained much higher than those of the catalysts on the
nonpatterned scaffolds until the final stage, and extended
hollow channels (pattern 2) increase the catalyst stability
during the catalytic reaction (see Figure S15 in the Supporting
Information).
Figure 6 shows a correlation between the electrocatalytic

activity and the flow channel. Here, the channel area fraction

indicates the ratio of the flow channel areas to the total areas,
where the flow channel areas were calculated by subtracting the
pattern areas of Pd/SnO2 NW arrays from the entire electrode
areas. The electrocatalytic activity represents the forward peak
current density for methanol oxidation of these Pd/SnO2 NW
electrodes. As the flow channels are increased in the catalytic
NW electrode systems, the electrocatalytic activities are also
accordingly increased. This result clearly demonstrates that the
enhanced electrolyte mass transfer through the flow channels
should contribute to the improvement in the electrooxidation
activity.
Graphical illustrations in Figure 7a, b depict simplified

electrode structures with nonpatterned and grid-patterned Pd/
SnO2 NW supports, respectively. The electrolyte can easily and
efficiently diffuse through the hollow channels between the
patterned NW electrodes (Figure 7b), which could improve the
mass transfer of the electrolyte. The effect of the patterned NW
supports on the electrolyte mass transfer was quantitatively
estimated by modified CV measurements,47−53 which was used
in other reports for the Pd catalysts on pattern 2, pattern 1, and
nonpatterned NW supports. Figure 7c shows the correlation
between the normalized charges and scan rates for the
methanol oxidation. Here, Qx indicates the integrated charge
of the forward peak at different scan rates (e.g., 5, 10, 15, 20, 50,
100, and 200 mV/s), and Qmax represents the maximum charge
of the forward peak at the scan rate of 5 mV/s. This relation
(Qx/Qmax) clearly shows how effectively the liquid-phase
electrolyte penetrates into and spreads out over catalyst−
supported electrode structures.47−53 Before the electrochemical
tests, the samples were immersed in the electrolyte for a few

minutes in order to release the inner pressure or any trapped
air. In Figure 7c, the charge ratio (Qx/Qmax) for the Pd/
nonpatterned NWs is more rapidly declined with increasing
scan rates than those for the Pd/patterned arrays. These results
indicate that the electrooxidation of methanol for nonpatterned
NW supports is more limited by mass transfer, whereas the
patterned NW arrays allow for facile diffusion of the methanol
molecules. The validity of the enhanced mass transfer of the
patterned NW scaffolds can be further examined by plotting the
forward peak current density against the square root of the scan
rate.48,51,53 In the inset of Figure 7c, the current density for the
nonpatterned NW electrodes is rather linear with the square
root of the scan rate. This implies that the electrocatalytic
performance is controlled by the reactant concentration. On
the other hand, the correlations for the patterned NW
electrodes display parabolic curves at the low scan rate range,
revealing that this electrooxidation activity is limited by the
activation polarization of the electrocatalyst itself rather than by
the mass transfer. Importantly, the relationship for pattern 2
draws a more curved behavior in the range of low scan rates
due to more enhanced mass transfer of the liquid reactants. The
patterned NW electrodes can also provide larger contact sites
for the electrocatalytic reactants, which could lead to a decrease
in the contact resistance for the electrolytes. The improved
contact resistance was examined by EIS measurements on the
different patterning features, and the results are shown in
Figure 7d. The charge transport resistance of pattern 2 is
approximately 37.2 Ω cm2, which is smaller by almost 33 and
55% than those of pattern 1 (49.4 Ω cm2) and nonpatterned
NW scaffolds (57.8 Ω cm2), respectively.

3. CONCLUSION
In summary, new and efficient metal oxide NW support
systems were developed by growing SnO2 NWs directly on
current collecting substances. The Pd or Pt catalysts fabricated
on these NW scaffolds exhibited the enhanced catalytic activity

Figure 6. Relation between the electrocatalytic activity and the flow
channel in the Pd/SnO2 NW electrode systems. SEM images exhibit
differently patterned Pd/SnO2 NW electrodes (i.e., no pattern, pattern
1, and pattern 2). Here, the apparent areas of the flow channels were
evaluated from these SEM images. All of the scale bars indicate 200
μm.

Figure 7. Schematic illustrations of (a) nonpatterned electrodes and
(b) patterned ones with possible electrolyte flow path. (c) Normalized
charge plots of the forward current against the scan rate for methanol
oxidation of Pd catalysts on the differently patterned NW supports.
The inset shows the correlation between the forward peak current
density and the square root of the scan rate. (d) Representative
Nyquist plots of Pd catalysts on the patterned and nonpatterned
supports. The frequency range was 10 kHz to 0.1 Hz, and the
amplitude was fixed at 10 mV.
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for methanol oxidation in alkaline and acidic conditions,
respectively, indicating that this NW scaffold system could
improve the catalytic performance due to the enhanced
electronic conductivity provided by the direct connection
between the NW supports and current collectors. Importantly,
the grid-patterned NW arrays were introduced as an advanced
model for the metal oxide scaffolds formed directly on current
collectors. The metal catalysts impregnated on these patterned
supports exhibited an 8-fold increase in the oxidation activity,
which might be attributed to the improved mass transfer of
liquid reactants through the hollow channels formed between
the patterned NW arrays, indicating that our new catalyst
support system of directly grown and patterned metal oxide
nanoarchitecture arrays could play an important role in
enhancing the electrocatalytic performance in a wide range of
electrochemical applications.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of the SnO2 NW Scaffolds. The SnO2 NWs were

fabricated by the thermal CVD process.34 First, thin Au seed layers
(approximately 5 nm) were deposited on a SS substrate by an
electron-beam evaporator. The Au-deposited SS substrate was laid on
a 2:1 powder mixture (by weight) of SnO2 and graphite that was
loaded on an alumina boat. The alumina boat was then loaded at the
center of a horizontal quartz tube. Here, the SS substrate was placed
downstream (approximately 3−5 cm) from the center of the quartz
tube. The furnace temperature was increased to 900 °C under a 100
sccm Ar gas flow (99.999% purity), and these conditions were
maintained for 10−30 min. After the furnace was cooled to room
temperature, light gray products were observed on the substrate. For
preparing the control samples, SnO2 NWs were first fabricated on a
substrate. The as-grown SnO2 NWs were then detached physically
from the substrate and loaded by dispersing the SnO2 NWs over a
fresh SS substrate. The patterned NW arrays were grown on the
prepatterned Au seed layers by thermal CVD under the same
fabrication conditions. The detailed procedures for patterning the Au
seed layers via photolithography are described in Figure S11 in the
Supporting Information.
Fabrication of the Pd or Pt Catalyst over the SnO2 NWs. The

Pd or Pt catalysts were synthesized on the SnO2 NW scaffolds by a
NaBH4 reduction method.54−57 First, the Pd solution was prepared by
dissolving PdCl2 (0.0179 g) in 20 mL of a mixture of ultrapure water
and 35 wt % HCl, and the Pt solution consisted of H2PtCl6·6H2O
(0.0196 g) dissolved in 20 mL of water. The metal ion precursor
solutions were then dropped on the SnO2 NW scaffold substrates.
After evaporating the aqueous solvents in air, the precursors were
converted into the metallic phases by reduction with 0.01 M NaBH4
solution. For the electrochemical test in case of the control sample that
contains randomly distributed NWs on the substrate, Nafion binding
additives (ca. 0.005 mg) were used to enhance electronic contact of
the NW supports during the catalytic reaction. The Nafion binder
itself does not affect the electrooxidation activity of the control
samples (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information). The mass of
the synthesized Pd or Pt was directly and precisely measured by using
a microbalance (Sartorius microbalance M3P at a resolution of 0.005
mg), which was calculated by comparing the mass of the samples
before and after the Pd or Pt deposition.
Characterization of the Methanol Oxidation Properties. The

electrocatalytic performances of the synthesized metal catalysts on the
proposed NW scaffold systems were evaluated using a Solartron
Analytical instrument (AMETEK model 1470E) with a three-electrode
cell system (refer to Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The
synthesized samples and a Pt wire were used as the working and
counter electrodes, respectively. Reference electrodes of Hg/HgO (1.0
M KOH) and Ag/AgCl (3.0 M KCl) were employed for the Pd and Pt
catalytic tests, respectively. Prior to the methanol oxidation reactions,
all the Pd and Pt samples were activated in N2-purged NaOH and
H2SO4 solutions, respectively. For the Pd samples, the CV

measurements were collected over a potential range from −0.85 to
0.5 V in a mixture of 1.0 M CH3OH and 1.0 M NaOH, while the Pt
CV measurements were performed over a range of −0.2 to 1.0 V in a
mixture of 2.0 M CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4. The CA measurements
were performed under a constant potential of approximately −0.15 V
for Pd and 0.55 V for Pt. The amplitude of the modulation potentials
for the EIS measurements was fixed at 10 mV, and the frequency was
changed from 10 kHz to 0.1 Hz.
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